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1. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Westland pub1io school is a small oonso1i­
dated school hs.ving twelve grade's organi:l!ed on the six­
six plan. It is the-~ only sahool in Blue River Township, 
Hanoook County, Indiana, and is strictly a. IT.Ural sohoo1, 
as there is no town in -the township. 
The patrons of the eo;hool maintain a high de­
gree of intere-s't in their so.hool and loyally support 
all sohoo1 aa·tivi ties. But recently some change-s seem 
to hetV-e taken place in this a.t-ti tud.e-- towwr.d the sohool. 
The patrons ha~ bSQome dissatisfied with sohool affairs. 
Aa-ousa.tions baV'Et been made etating tba.t the pupils are 
not receiving proper instruct10n and tha..t they are not 
achieving as muoh from their school work as pupils in 
similar' schools. Certain oharges have been made against 
the teaching staff, whioh if true, would mean the low­
ering of the achievements of the pupils in their regular 
studies. 
Problem. The quecstionas to the justice:- or in­
justioe of suoh oharge"s presented a. problem for solution, 
important in one of two ways:-l. If th~ oharges are true, 
then a change in the teaching staff should be gecu~e"d. 
2. If the oharges are untrue, then the patrons should 
know of the falsi ty of such oh&1!ges and turn their 
attention to supporting the sohool as before, and. no 
2. 
longer criticise the school unjustly. 
Method. The method used in attempting the 
solution of the problew was to give achievement tests in 
the Westland school aLd com~re the results of these 
tests with similar results of tne sa~e tests given in 
other schools. Such results, to be comparable, should be 
obtained from schools very similar in character to the 
Westland school. The schools of ~arren Township, ~arion 
County, Indiana. ~ere chosen. These schools, namely. 
Cumberland. Lo~ell. Shadelard, and To~nship, are rural 
schools, the teaching staffs were very similar to that 
at Westland, and the number of pupils per grade was cloa. 
to that	 at Westland. 
~he schools of I"iarrer. Tov.nship had. n.lready used 
achievement tests in Silent Reading and in Arithmetic. 
The results had been tabulated, thus making them read­
ilyavailable. The tests used were stone's Series of 
l~arrative-Rf:ading tI'ests and l.Ionroe l s Standardized GeL-­
eral Survey Arithmetic, Scales I and II. * 
Similar results were not available at li'iestland. 
so the sarre tests ~ere given in the same subjects at 
Westland and the results tabulated. 
Since achievement tests in two basic subjects. 
Silen~ Reading and Arithmetic, had been used in the 
Warren rownship schools, comparisons could be made in 
*Copies of these tests are ineluded in Appendix (A ) 
3. 
these' two· subj eo-·w. I t was then conoluded to make a 
furthe~ study of the achie~ements at Westland by test­
ing the pupils the-re in Language' US3g& and. compa.ring the 
re:sul ts of these: tests wi th the' norms e:stab1ished by 
some standardized test in language ullage'. The New York 
English Survey T&.st-Language Usage was chosen for this 
purpose. A Nation-wid.~ Surv.ey had been made by New York 
in 1925 and more than one hundned thousand cases were 
tabulated. After these.. tests had been given at Westland 
the resul ts w~r" aompared wi th the norms esta.b1ished by 
this survey. 
Desoript1Q!l of tests~. Th8' Language- Usage 
tests are in two parts. Part I consists of 5. list of 
thirty incorrec:t sentences. Each sentenoe- is followed 
by 8. group of WOrd9~ some of whioh ma.y be: used to make 
the sentence aorrec:t. The pupil is instructed to under­
line all words he thinks are necessary to make the sen­
tenoe correo:t or complete. The- oorrea-t answer-a for each 
sen tenos vary from one to, three) a.nd two oolumns of re­
sults are kept, one for correat answera and one for in­
correat a.nswers. The score in Part I is found by sub­
trac.ting the- numbe-r wrong from the number right. In 
case the former predominates, the score is zero. The 
o:orrect answers are found in an ac..companying key to bE!' 
used e.,lusively in sooring this taste 
4. 
Part II consists of a series of eighteen sen­
tences in which one word in each sentence has been 
o~tted. No information is given the pupils as to the 
correct word so he must select the word from his own 
vocabulary which he thinks will most adequately com­
plete the sentence. In each case the possible answers 
will vary from one to three and no credit is given for 
an answer not found in the accompanying key. The pu­
pills score is the number of correct answers made. Per­
centiles were then found for each part on a scale of 
25, 50, and 75, and comparisons made with the same per­
centiles established by trie Nation-Wide Survey. Since 
the survey was Nation-Wide and contained over one hun­
dred t~ousand cases, the percentiles of the survey may 
readily be considered as reliable standards for com­
parison. 
In Silent Reading, Stone's Series of ~arra­
tive-Reading Tests were used. These tests are for 
grades three to eight inclusive. Since Warren Tovrrlship 
had not used them ia the tbird ~rade, comparisons were 
possible only in grades four to eight inclusive. These 
tests indicate a pupil's rate of speed in silent read­
ing and also his ability to comprehend what he has 
read. In each ~rade, a preparatory test, the readin& of 
some well constructed narrative is given to acquaint 
5. 
the pupil with the work. 
To ascertain the pupil's rate o~ speed in read­
ing silently, an assistant displays a series o~ numbered 
cards, turning one every five seconds until ample t~e 
has been given to complete the story. Each card carries 
a different number, which will indicate the number of 
words the pupil is reading per minute and the pupil is 
instructed to look up, as soon as he has finished read­
ing the story, and see what number is beini shown. Then 
he is to write this number on his answer sheet. The num­
ber indicates the ~umber of words the pupil has read per 
minute. 
A series of questions is asked to test the pu­
pil t S power of comprehens.ion. Each. question is followed
. 
by a list o~ five lettered answers. The pupil then se­
lects the ~ne which, in his judgement, most nearly gives 
the correct answer to the question and tken places the 
letter of bis selected ~~swer on the answer sheet, num­
bered to correspond to the number of question. The 
number of correct answers is his comprehension score. 
This series of tests was selected because they 
were inexpensive, easily given, easily scored, strict­
ly objective, and also, as stated above, they had been 
used in the Warren To\~ship schools. Yoreover, they have 
been standardized and the norms establis~ed are relia­
6. 
ble, makinz it possible to extend tte cccparison beyond 
thE limits of thE :arrsn Townshir schools. 
ilonroe's Standardized General Surve~ Arith~e-
ti~ Scales ftere chooen for two reasons. ~he tests are 
so constru<.:ted that a teucher cali r~lidjly see wherein 
lie the weak poiI.ts of her class ami v:'here her in­
etruction is failing to help her class attain the 
standard required, In the Becond place, these tests 
v~er€ used in the 'Narrcn n:ov.:nsr~ip schools and the,Je­
sults were readil J' available for con:p'!.risoll. 
7. 
CHAPTER II 
SILENT READING 
One of three fundamental studies to be pursued 
in all schoo~s is reading, but until very recent years t 
little stud.y had been made of th~ subject as such. 
Tests given to thoul:3ands ~f young men called. to the 
C010T1:3 during the ~orld War revealed the fact that the 
average .~merican does not obtatn sufficient reading 
bility froD hil:3 school activities fo function ade­
quately in his aaily vocatioTI t and this fact has be­
come an open challenge to the schoolmen of today. Con­
sequently, such prominent educators as J. A. BrJ~n, s. 
A. Courtis, A. A. r:ellun, li. S. GraYt D. ;;;tarch, and 
others, have been making int€nsive and extensiVE stud­
ies of the problem of r6ading ability and have found 
that there are many factors to bE con~idered. Outstand­
ing among these are (l.) the cLaracter of the reading 
matter in its varied forms, as prose. poetry, narra­
tive, dialect, letters, and (2) the fact that attention 
to both character and forn:: helps to develop an apprec­
iation of the thought expressed, its clearnesl:3. oeauty 
and. strength. 
Since so few people read orally, the problem 
of reading abjlity can be linited to a stUdy of silent 
9. 
readinc. Its irrTortance is very aptly stated in the 
folloVling quotation frolT: a bulletin issued bJ~ the Pub­
lic ;)chool Publishing CompariY. Bloomington, Illinois: 
"Wi thin late years, teachers and educa.tors every'Nhere 
have become increasingly conscious tl-:at they arE. con­
fronting a sileDt readinc problem. TDis Pfoblerr is of 
extreme importance because it .1 s fundar.r.:ental ar.d rre­
requisite to the abilit~ to study from the printed 
page. Silent reading is also of the first magnitude in 
training for citizenship because those w~o are poor in 
silent rea.d~nc do not read much. r::o then: reading is 
arduuus labor. ~hey are r.ot well post ed on the prob­
lems of thE days, are unable to become intelligent 
voters, ani are qUite likely to become only mediocre 
citizens. ~ot only is the pupil's late life affected, 
but as long as he remains in school, his studying is 
const~ntly difficult because he cannot read qUickly 
and. well. As he continuer:; through the grades, his 
handicap incre~ses until hE. finally becomes disccurag­
ed and leaves school wi thout reaking mar,y of the sub­
jects that ~ould be of benefit to him.~ 
Recognizing the importance of readin~ in plili­
lic schooh::, aome of ou,r l€adlr:t~ educators are try ing 
to find remedieS ~or the defects in readin~ ability. 
Many 'failnres in other subjects rr:a.y.be cred.ited to in­
ability to read an:: inter;::·ret the assipml5nts. Analy­
ses of pupils' abilities anl disabilities in reading 
havE.; been and. are being made in order to d.iscover What 
a.ction should be taker. to overcome these defects. It 
is 110t the purpoce, however. of this disertation to 
discuss the various factors enterlng into the problem, 
but rather to utuoy rate a~d comprehension uf silent 
read.ing for thE: purpose of comp'rehending the efficien­
cy of the schools concerned in thi~ stUdy. The a­
9. 
chievements in silent-reading in the Westland school 
were coopared ~ith similar results in the schools of 
Warren TO'il'nship and with the standards accompanying 
the tests. 
stone's * Silent Reading Tests were used and 
the results in grades four, five, and six were arrang­
ed in squares as shown in Figure I. The large squares 
are divided into thirty-six smaller squares and the 
thrity-six squares are grouped into nine squ~r~s of 
four each. A number is placed in the center of 
each of the nine s~ares showing how many cases fell in 
each area. Figure I. and its explanation endeavors to 
illustrate its use • 
. * See appendix A Page 131 
------ ------
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Figure	 I. Scores in Silent Reading made by Fourth 
Grade Pupils in the Township School. 
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By the use of this figure, the scores for botb 
rate and comprehension can be shown together for the 
whole class thus enabling the reader to see at a glance 
the condi tiOIl of the class and i.herein Ii e its diffi­
culties as to rate of reading and degree of comprehen­
sian. To illustrate the use of the figure, suppose a 
fourth grade pupils scores 4 in comprehension and 260 in 
rate. An x is placed in the square to the right of the 3 
line and above the 240 line. Since 4 is a poor score 
for comprehension and 240 1s too rapid a rate for a 
fourth grade pupil, ttis location ~ill indic~te that 
th~ scores of the rapid readers who are poor in com­
prehension ~ill fall in the upfer left part of the fig­
ure. 
Again, if a pupil makes a score of L2 in com­
prehension and 120 rate, his mark ~ill fall to the 
right of 11 line aud lower part of s'quare opposite 120. 
This indicates that the scores of the slow readers, who 
comprehend well. will fall in the lo~er right part of 
the figure. The scores of the pupils wbo are espEcially 
•	 gOOd in both rate and cOJ::prehensiun 1,'\i1l fall in the 
upper right part of the figure. whi~e the scores of 
those Who are very poor in both rate and cor~rehension 
will fall in the low~r left part, and all other be­
tween these extremes. 
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Profe-ssor C... R. Stone in his tHts has further 
divided this large square:- into three paJZ·ts for ra.te and 
three par·ts tor comprehension as shown in fig'..lre I, Paga­
10. REf. says that 25% of the a:1ass should be classed as 
inferior, 50% as average_I and 25% as superior. This, in 
small ola.sses •. can only be approximated. Wi th this eox­
planation of the me thod of tabulation used in eaah 
square, a;. o:omparison of the re:sul ts of the different 
sohools may now' be made. The scores of the seventh and 
eighth grades will be treated in another manner, to be 
explained on page 32. 
Firat, the s~ores of Fourth Grade pupil will be 
compared. This c.ompa.rison is shown on page 32. 
12. 
Protessor C~ R. Stone in his t&sts- has further 
divide-d this large square into three- pa.Jr'ts for rate and 
three par-ts tor oomprehension as shown in figure I} PagE:" 
10. He- says that 25% of the a.lass should be olassed as 
interior} 50% as average, and 25% as superior. This} in 
small olasses, can only be approxima.ted. With this ex­
planation of the method of tabulation used in each 
squa.re} a ~omparison of the re:su1ts of the different 
schools may now be made. The soores of the sev.enth and 
eighth grades will be treated in wnother manner, to be 
explained on page 32. 
First, the s~ores of Fourth Grade pupil will be 
compared. This oomparison is shown on page 32. 
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Figure	 II. Scores in Silent Reading made .by 
Twenty-nine Fourth Grade Pupils 
in the Shadeland School. • 
26011------3-- 5 7 Comprehension 
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• Figures falling on crossed lines indicate the number 
of pupils' scores falling in the four small squares
surrounding	 the number. 
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Figure	 III. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
Twenty-two Fourth Grade Pupils in 
the Cumberland School. 
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Figure	 IV. Scores in Silent Reading made by
Fifteen Fourth Grade Fupils in 
the Westland School. 
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Figure	 V. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
~wenty-one Fourth Grade l~pils in 
the ~ownship School •. 
Comptrehension
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Figure	 VI. Scores in Silent Reading ~ude by 
Ten Fourth Gr8.de Pl.lrils in the 
Lowell oclj.ool. 
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A further comparison of the achievement of these schools 
is shown in a tabulation of the medians i~ the tables 
following the figures in each grade. 
Table I 
Comparison of Uedian Sco~es in Rate in Grade IV. 
stone's Standard median rate 14 
Shadeland 13 
Cumberland 13 
Township 13 
Westland 13 
Lowell 12 
Table II 
Comparison of ~edian Scores in 
Comprehension in Grade IV. 
stone's Standard median comprehension 170 
Shadeland 180 
Township 160 
Westl~nd 154 
Cumberland 130 
Lowell 130 
~he stone Stand~rdo are for pupils who are doing 
the last half of the year's work in each grade. The tests 
at Westland ~ere given near the close of the scheol year 
so that a close c0~parison is possible by ~sing these 
scores. Table I shows that TIestland comp~res very fa­
lee 
vorably with the other schools but is a little below 
stone's Standard. Table II shows &11 the schools below 
the standard except Shadeland. riestland being quite 
low. 
In like Danner the results for the fifth grade 
are shown on uages 20 to 25 inclusively. 
------ ------
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Figure	 VII. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
Thirty-two Fiftro Grade Pupils in 
th8 Shade1and School. 
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Figure	 VIII. Scores in Silent Reading made by
Thirty-two Fifth Grade Pupils in 
the Cumberland School. 
Comprehension 
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~igure	 IX. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
Nineteen Fifth Grade fupils in the 
Westland School. 
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Figure	 X. Scores in Silent neading made by 
Twenty-three Fifth Grade Pupils in 
the Township Scheol. 
Comprehension
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Figure	 XI. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
Twenty-four Fifth grade Pupils 
in Lowell School. 
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The preceding figures indic~te the standings 
of the fifth grade of the various schools compared 
in Silent Reading. A comparison of median scoreB of 
this grade in the various schools with the median 
Bcores of the standardized tests will be found in 
Tables III and IV. 
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Table III 
Uedian Scores in Rate in Grade V 
Stone's Standard------------------------------- 195 
Westland--------------------------------------- 210 
Cumberland------------------------------------- 180 
Townsbip------------------------------~--------180 
Shadeland-------------------------------------- 152 
Lowell--------~--------------------------------133 
Table IV 
Median Scores in Comprehension in Grade V 
Stone's Standard------------------------------- 14.5 
Skadeland-------------------------------------- 15.6 
Township--------------------------------------- 14.7 
·'!1estland------·---~-------.. - - ------------ - ------ 12.5 
Lowe11--------- .. ------------------------------- 12.5 
Cumberland------------------------------------- 10.0 
Table III shows Westland leading the other 
schools in rate and even in advance o~ Stone's Standard, 
while Table Four shows Westland below Stone's Standard. 
From an examination of these two tables it is seen that 
Westland's fi~th. grade has stressed rate at the expense 
o~ comprehension and ranks higher than only one of tne 
other schools. 
In like manner the results ~or the sixth grade 
are sho¥Tn on pages 26 and 31 inclusively. 
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Figure	 XII. Scores in Silent Reading made by
Thirty-one Sixth Grade Pupils in 
8he Shadeland School. 
Comprehension
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Figure XIII. Scores in Silent Reading made by 
Twenty Sixth Grade Pupils in the 
Oumberland School. 
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Figure XIV.	 Scores in Silent Reading Mad, by 
Sixteen Sixth Grade Pupils in the 
Westland School. 
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Fisure	 XV. Sc ores in Si lent Reading IIJtl.de b~r 
Thirteen Sixth Gr~de Pupils in the 
To~nship dchuol. 
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F L,.,::ur e 1."V1. Score~ in Silent Reading made by 
Sixteen Sixth Grade Pupils in 
the Lonell School. 
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Number of pupils tested: Shadeland"4l; Cumberland 20; 
Westland 16; Township 13; Lowell 16. 
Table V 
Median Scores in Rate in Grade VI 
stone's Standard ---------------------------------- 195 
Westland ----------~~-------------------~----------240 
Cumberland -~~-------~~----------------------------210 
Shadeland -~---~-----~---~---------~---------------167 
Lowell -------------------------------------------- 160 
Township ----~-------------------------------------126 
Table VI 
Median Scores in Comprehension in Grade VI 
stone's Standard ---~---------------------------- 14. 
Shadeland --------~~----------------------------- 13.5 
Township ---~------------------------------------ 12.5 
Lowell ---------------------------------~-------~ 10.5 
Westland ---------------------------------------­ 10.5 
Cumberland -------------------------------------­ 9.2 
Table V shows Westland to be entirely too 
fast in rate I ','hile Tabl e VI shov;s that ii est land 
pupils fail to understand well what is read. Sp,ed is 
gained at the expense of compreheDGion. ,"-hey ra.nk next 
to last in com'prehensioD, considerably below stone's 
median score for this grade. 
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Grades VII and VIII 
Grades VII and VIII of Warren ~orDship are 
consolidated in the Junjor High scheol. Each grade at 
Warren ~ovnship has beeD divided into three classes on 
basis of intelligence scores and desicnated a. 7a, 7b, 
7c, Sa, Sb, ~d Sc. The results of the tests given to 
these classes and to the corresponding classes at 
Westland are sho~n in the following tables. 
Table VII 
Median Scores in Rate of Silent Reading 
in Grade VII of each School in 
COffiparison with Stone's Standard 
Stone's Standard -------------------------------- 21S 
Westland ---------------------------------------- 230 
Township 7c --------~---------------------------- 222 
Township 7a ------------------------------------- 195 
Township 7b ------------------------------------- 141 
33. 
Table VIII 
Median Scores in Comprehension in Silent Read­
ing in Grade VII of each School in Comparison with 
Stone's Standard. 
Stoners Standard ----~------------------------~~--11 
Township 7c -~---------------~--~-----------------13 
To~nship 7a ---~-~-------------------------------- 9 
Township 7b -~--~------------------~~----~--------- 9 
Westland ------------~-~--~-----------------~----- 9 
The same criticism must be offered of Grade 
VIr of Westland that was made of Grade VI. Speed is 
attained at the expense of comprehension. 
Table IX 
Median Scores in Rate of Silent Reading in 
Graue VIII of each School in Comparison With stone's 
Standard. 
stone's Stanaard -~-------------------------------240 
Township 80 ----~--------~-------------~----------273 
Township 8a ----~----~--------------------------~-225 
Westland ---------------------------~-------------223 
Township 8b -------------------------------------- 208 
"
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Table X 
Median Scores in Comprehension in Silent Bead­
ing in Grade VIII of each School in Comparison with 
stone's Standard. 
stone's Standard -------------------------------- 13.5 
Township 8e ---------~-----~---------------------14 
Township 8a ------------------------------------- 13 
Township 8b ------------------.------------------- 9 
Jestland --------------------------------------~- 8.5 
Table IX shows that ~estland is belo~ stone's 
Standard, but ranks third among the other classes com­
pared, while Table X shows that TIestland is far below 
stone's Standard in comprehension, and is also be~ow 
each of the- other classes compared. 
From a study of the above figures and tables, 
it is evident that the work done at Westland in ~ilent 
Reading is not up to the standards of the other schools 
in t~is comparison. In rate of reading Westland ranks 
high enough but is weak in comprehension and more at­
tention should be given to this work at Westland. 
In the following chapter a study of achieve­
ments in Arithmetic is ~iven. 
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CHAPT.ER III 
ARITHMETIC 
In the,; invat1gElltion of the work done in Ari th­
metia a.t Waetland and the other schools mentioned in 
the: preceding ohapter I Monroe' 6 • General Survey .tti th­
tnetia; Saal~ were used, Scale One; for grade:s III, IV I 
and V, and S~ale Two for grades VII VII, and VIII. 
Scale One oonsists of eight tasts as followa: 
1, Addition; 3 1 SUbtraction; 3, Multi~11a&tion; 4, 
Di~1sion. Tha second. four Ufl a repeti tion ot tha :first 
fOur, but the problems are mor&. di fficul t. Tests seven 
and e;igh t were: too far· advano-JJd ft)r the: a1~se-. examined, 
sin~a they had not yet h~ this work; sinoe howev~r, the 
ma.:tar·ia.l tor W:sts se-nn and eight was printed wi th th~ 
othel!" te:sts l pupils were allowed to try them but the 
resul ts wexe no t tabula ted. 
Sa:ale Two Q.onsiste of seven 'tests, the first 
four dealing With the four fundamental operations, the 
fifth wi th addi tion and subtraa.tion of simple fiaD:­
tions, tha siZih with multiplication and 4dvision ot 
fraa,tions, and the seventh wi th decimal frac.tions. The 
problem involv.ed. in the sev.enth test is the plaaing of 
• See appendix B I page 137. 
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the decimal point in the answer to a problem in Divi­
sion when either divisor, or dividend, or both, con­
tain a decimal point. 
Since Arithmetic is considered by all school 
patrons as vitally important, an especially intensive 
study of the achievements of the schools mentioned a­
l 
bove has been made in this subject. Seven points of 
comparison were used, as follows: 
1 .. The median number of problems attempted. 
2. The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3. The number of pupils solving correctly one hun­
dred per cent of the problems attempted .. 
4. The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
cent in accuracy. 
5. The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6. The average number of problems attempted. 
7. The number of problems solved correctly. 
These points of comparison furnish a good view 
of the accuracy and efficiency of each schoolts work 
in Arithmetic. The results are tabulated according to 
thes~ seven points in each test for each grade, except 
in grade III, and the ranking given following each 
table. The results of the tests in grade III are tab­
ulated in a different"manner. The heading of each table 
is self-explanatory. 
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Table X-I 
Problems Attempted by Grade I~I, Test I 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 
~esta
 
1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
38 
8.2 
5.2 
4.6 
4.0 
4.8 
4.3 
35 
19.2 
10.8 
5.5 
4:.1 
4.7 
1.0 
20 
11.5 
6.0 
5.5 
3.7 
6.3 
6.6 
31 
13.3 
8.1 
10.1 
0 •.0 
5.6 
5.2. 
16 
8.0 
8.0 
6.5 
5.5 
5.5 
5..5 
Rank ~ 5 3 4 2 
Table XII 
Problems Solved Correctly ~ Grade III, Test I 
Sfiaaelahd cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupi Is. 38 35. 20 31 ~- 16 
Tests 
1 8.2. 1..8.8 10.5. 13.3 8.0 
2 4-.2 8.2 2.5 7.9 8.0 
3 3.6 3.2 2.5 7.9 6.5 
4: 3.1 2.2 2.6 3.0 5.0 
5 4.0 4.1 4~2 5.1 5.0 
6 2.3 1.0 2.7 3.7 6..5 
Rank 5. 3 4 1 2 
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--Table XIII 
Pupils in Grade III Solving All Problems AttemptedJTest I 
Shad'eland Cumberland Lowell To\mahj:p Westland 
Pupils. 38 35 20 31 
-~ 
16 
Tests 
1 26 18 8 17 15
 
2, 11 4 3 14 2
 
3 8 6 1 9 8
 
4 9 5- 0 0 10
 
.5 14 14 3- 9 7
 
6 0 2 0- 0 3
 
-Rank 1 2. 4 2- 3 
Table XIV 
Pupils in Grade III Solving No Problem~ Test I 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township WestiAnd 
Pupils 38 35 2-Q 31 1.6 
Testa 
1 1 2 0 0 0 
2. 5 5 6 0 Q 
3 8 3 1 2. 0 
4 8 12. 13 U 1. 
S 2 5 3 Q 0 
6. 15_ 2.5 1 14 5 
Rank 4 5 2 3 1 
39. 
Table XV 
Tabulation of Ranks in Grade III 
Shadelana--Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Tables 
XI" J: 5 3 4 2 
XII 
XIII 
XlV. 
5 
1 
4 
-
3 
2 
-5­
L 
~ 
4. 
a 
1 
2 
3­
2 
3 
~ 
Rank 3 5. 4 2 I 
From the above tablea, it is eVident that the 
III grade at West~and is doing better work in Arith­
metic than the other schools compared with it. In fact, 
the median score of the Westland's III grade (13.7) is 
3.7 points above the standard established by Monroe, 
which is 10.0. 
40. 
Results of tfie tests of the remaining Grades 
IV, V, VI, vtt, and VIII, are tabulated according 
to the following points of comparison, each po~nt 
keeping the same position in each table: 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
z.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent .of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at-

t.empted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
By measuring each operation in each test for 
each Grade by the above points of comparison, a very 
good inspection is made of each school's work in Arith­
metic. The ranking of each school is given after each 
test. 
41.
'Pa1>le XVI 
RESULTS IN ADDITION IN GRADE IV, Test I 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 39 22 13 19 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 15.0 18.0 16.5 18.7 11.0 
2 14.0 16.0 16.5 18.7 13.0 
3 23.0 17.0 11.0 19.0 14.0 
4, 59.0 77.3 84.6- 100.0 81.7 
5. 87.7 98.0 96.7 100.0 99.0 
6 9.4 17.2 16.9 18.7 12.8 
7	 8.0 16.0 15..9 18.7 12•.7 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted.. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4..	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per­
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems attempted. 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Total 29 18 23 8 2:7 
Rank 5 2 3 1. 4­
Table XVIII 
Results in Subtraction in Grade IV, Test II 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 39 22 13 19 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 le 9.2 7.8 12.7 12 
2 9.8 9.0 7.5. 12.7 12 
3 11.0 5.0 8.0 13.0 13 
4 30.0 22.7 61.5 58.5 81.7 
5 87.7 77.3 88.1 96.5 97.1 
6 9.3 11.4 7.7 12.2 7.6 
7 8.2 8.8 6.9 11.7 7.1 
43.Points or- Comparison 
1. The median number of problems attempted. 
2.. The median number of problems sol ved c,orrectly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average numbe r of problems attempt.ed. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table XIX 
Ranking of schools in each of the seven pointa 
and of the whole test 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township ','1 est land 
Points of Comparison 
1 3 4 5 1 2. 
2 3 4 5 ~ 2 
3 a 4 3 1 1 
4 4 5 3 2 1 
5 4 5 :3 2 1; 
6 3 2 4 1 9. 
7 3 2 {; 1 4 
Total 2Z 26 28 9 16 
Rank :3 4 '­ 5. 1 2. 
44. Tab~e xx 
Re'sulta in Multiplication in Grade IV. Test III 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 39 22- 13 19 16 
Points of Comparison 
~ 12.0 7.5 11 12.5 12 
2 11.0 5.2 9.7 12.2 12 
3 13.0 3.0 7.0 7 ..0 13 
4 33.0 15.0 54.0 37 ..0 81 ..7 
5 90.0 77.3 90.0 91.1 95.7
. 
6 ~1.4 8.4 9.8 12.4 11.7 
7	 10.1 6.1 9.0 11.4 11.2 
Points of Comparison 
1. The median	 number of problems attempted. 
2. The median	 number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at-­

tempted.
 
6. The aveage	 number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
45. 
Table XXI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Foints 
and of the Whole Test. 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowei! TownsHIp Westland 
Poinfs 
1­ 2 5 4 1 3 
2 3 5 4 1 2 
3 1 3 2 2 1 
4 3 5 2 4­ 1. 
5 3 4­ 3 2 1 
6 3 4. 3 1 2 
7 3 5 4 1 2 
Total. 18 31 22 12 12 
Rank 2 4· ;3 1 1 
Table XXII 
Results in Division in Grade IV, Test IV 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell To\mship Westland 
Pupils 39 ~ 
.Points of Comparison 
1. 10.6 6.0 
2 10.0 3.7 
:3 17.0 4.0 
4 43.0 18.0 
5 81.;3 57.1. 
6 4.0 6.0 
7 3.5 3.7 
~ 
8.3 
8.3 
6.0 
46.0 
9-4.9 
9.4 
9 ..0 
rn­
14.1 
1.~.6 
14.0 
75.0 
96.6 
12.4 
12.0 
Ib 
8.5 
8.0 
13.0 
81.7 
95.2 
7.6 
7.1 
46. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
s~	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table XXIII 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven points and 
of the Whole Test. 
Shadel and Cumberland Lowell Township West100 d 
Paints 
1 2­ 5 4. 1 3­
2 2 5 3 1 4 
3 1 5 4. 2 3 
4 4 5 3 2­ 1 
5 4­ 5 3­ 1 2­
6 5 4­ 2 I 3 
7 5 4 2 1 3 
Total 23 33­ 21 9 19 
Rank 4 5 3 1 2­
47. 
Table-XXIV 
Results in Addition in Grade IV, Test V 
Sbadeland CumBerland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils: 39 22 1:3 19' 16 
Points of Comparison 
l. 7.8 7.1 6.5 8 ..2 5.0 
2 6.8 6.0 5.4 7 ..9 6.0 
3 ~8.0 9.0 4.0 9.Q 8.0 
4 46.0 41.0 31.0 47.0 50.0 
5 77.5 85.5 81.8 88.Q 91.6 
6 3.6 7.0 5.9 8.~ 6.5 
7 2.8 6.0 6.1 7.3 6.1 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of proble~s solved C orrec tly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per eent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly. 
-Table XXV 
48. 
of 
Ranking of Schools 
the Whole Test. 
in Each of the Seven Points and 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
P01,nta 
1 2.' 3 4 1 5: 
2 2 3 4. 1 3 
B 1. 2. 4. 2. 3 
4 3 4 5­ a 1 
5 5 3. 4­ 2 1 
6 5 2 4: 1 3 
7 4 :3 2. ~ 2 
Total 22 20 27 10 18 
Rank 4 3 5 1 2 
Table XXVI 
Results in Addition In Grade IV, Test VI 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township ~1estland 
Pupils 39 
Points of Compari son 
r 7.4 
2 6 ..8 
~i , 6.0 
4 16.0 
5 57.5: 
6 5.0 
7 3.0 
22. 
15.0 
7.0 
1.0 
$.Q 
47.5 
15.0' 
7.4 
13 
7.0 
5.0 
5.d. 
3.8 
63.7 
7.9 
5.0 
19 
11.0 
10.2. 
lQ.O 
53..0 
87.5 
10.2 
8.0 
16 
14.0 
14 ..5 
8.0 
50..0 
88.~ 
l2.~ 
10.5 
49.Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problema attempted 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The numbe,r of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
o~ all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per- cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table XXVIr 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Points and 
of the Whole Test. 
Shade land Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Points 
1 4 1 5 3 2 
2 4 3 5 2. 1 
3 Zi 5 4 ~ 2 
4 3 4 5 t 2­
5' 4: 5 :5 Z I. 
6 5, ~ . 4 :3 Z 
7 5 :3 4 2 1 
Total 28 2-2' 3Q 14 11 
-Rank 4 3 5' 2 1 
50. 
Table XXVIII 
Results in Multiplication in Grade IV, Test VII 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell TovJnship Westland 
Pupils 39 22. 13 19 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 4.1 2.0 3.0 4.0 3.6 
2- 2.2 .0.0 0.0 2.5 2.0 
3 5.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 1.0 
4 1.3.0 23.0 54.0 21.0 6.2 
5 87.8 16.3 30.9 73.1 44.0 
6 1.8 2.5 7.0 3.5 3.6 
7 1.6 0.5 2.2 1.6 1.6 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy 1n all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly. 
Table XXIX 
Ranking of Schools in Each of 
and of the Vfuole Test. 
Shadeland Cumberland LbritHI 
Points 
1 1 5 4 
2 2 4 4 
3 1 1 3 
4. 4 2 1 
5 1 5 4 
6 5 4­ 1 
7 2 3 1 
Total 16 2.4 18 
Rank 2 5 3 
Table XXX 
Results in Division in Grade 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell 
Pupils 39 22 13 
Points of Comparison 
1 5.7 1.0 3.5 
2 2.5 0.0 0.0 
3 2.0 1.0 1.0­
4 0.5 0.5 7.0 
5 78.7 0.0 15.0 
6 3.2 1.0 5.0 
7 2.-5 -0.0 0.5~ 
51. 
the Seven points 
Townshlp ·lfft!jstlall~ 
2 3 
1 3 
2 4 
3 5 
2 3 
3. 2 
2­ 2 
15 22 
1 4 
IV, Test VII! 
Township Westland 
~9 16 
5.0 3.0 
3.0 2.0 
~.O 0.0 
5_.0~ 0.0 
60-.0 46.0 
3.5 3.9 
~.6 1.8 
I 
52. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems. attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table XXXI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Pointa and 
of the Whole Test. 
Sh-adeIand Cumberland Lowell TownshlP westland 
Points.
 
1 1 5 3- 2 4­
2 2 4 4 1 3
 
3. 1	 2 2 2 3. 
4 3 :3 1 Z 4 
5 1 5 4 2- 3 
6 4, 5 1 3: 2 
7 1	 5. 4 :3 2 
Total. 13 29 1.9 15 21.
 
Rank 1 5 3- 2 4
 
53. 
Table XXXII 
SUmmary of Ranking of all Tests in Arithmetic 1n 
Grade IV. 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowen Townshlp Westllind 
Tests. 
2- 3 1 41 5 
4- 5 1 22- 3 
4 3 1 ~3 2 
4 4 5 1. 1 2 
3 5 1 25 4 
6 4 3 5 2 1: 
47 :e 5 3 1 
8 1 5 3_ 2 4 
~o ~8Total 25 31 2.8 
5 4 1 2Rank 3 
This summary of the work done in Arithmetic 
1n Grade IV shows that Westland ranks second and made 
a very good showing with the schools compared. 
54. 
Results in Arithmetic in Grade V 
Table XXXIII 
Results in Addition in Grade V, Test I 
Shade Cumber Lowell·~· Lowell Township West 
land land 1 2 land 
Pupils. 30 32 15 1.3 24 22 
Po1nts of Comparison 
1. 19.a 19.0 21.8 1.8.0 20.6 16.5 
2 18.8 18.8 21.8 18.0 20.6 16.0 
~ 29.0 26.0 14.0 13.0 19.0 21.0 
4 96.0 81.0 93.0 100.0 79.0 95.5 
5 99.6 98.5 99.3 100.0 99.0 99.1 
6 18.4 1.7.0 20.7 18.0 20.5 18.7 
7	 18.4 16.7 20.1.- 18.0 20.3 15.0
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The numbe r of pup11s solving one hundr ed per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5. The per cent	 of accuracy 1n all problems attempted. 
* The fifth Grade at Lowell was divided into two sec­
tions, each of which will be treated as a separate 
school and designated bere and in subsequent tables as 
Lowell 1 and Lowell 2. 
55. 
6. The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly.
 
Table XXXIV
 
Ranking of the Schools in Each of the Seven Points
 
and of the Whole Test.
 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West
 
land land 1 2 land
 
Points.
 
L 3 4 1, 5 2 6
 
2 3 :3 1 4 2 5
 
3 I 2 5 6 4 :3
 
4 2 5 4 1 6 :3
 
5 2 4 :3 1 6 5 
6 4. 6 1 5 2 :3 
" 
7 :3 5 2 4 1 6 
Tota~ 18 29 17 26 23 3~ 
Rank 2 5- 1 4 3 6: 
56. 
Table XXXV 
Results in Subtraction in Grade V, Test II 
Shade Cumber , Lowell Lowell Township west 
land land 1 2 land I 
Pupils 30 32 15 13 24 2Z 
Points of Comparison 
1 16'.4 10.0 15.0 12.0 15.2 ~3.5 
2 16.0 10.0 15.0 11.7 14.8 11.5 
3 23.0 18.0 13.0 9.0 15.0 15.0 
4 76.0 55.0 87.0 69.0 62'.0 68.1 
5 99.6 94.6- 98.2 9:4.2 96.3 97.6 
6 14.5 12.0 15.1 12.4 ~4.8 13.l. 
7	 14.1 14.1 14.9 11.6 14.2 12.0
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly. 
57. 
Table XXXVI 
Ranking of the Schools in each of the Seven Points 
a~d of the Whole Te~t. 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West 
land land 1 2 land 
Points ­
1 1 6- 3 5 2 4­
2 1 6- 2 4 3 5. 
3 1 2 4 5 3 3­
4 2 6- 1 3 5 4
 
. . 
5_ 1 5 2 6- 4. 3
 
6- 3 6 1 , 5 2. 4
 
7' 3 3 1 5 2 4
 
Total 12 34 14 33 21 27
 
Rank 1 6 2 5 3 4
 
Table-XXXVIT 
58. 
Results in Multiplication in Grade V, Test III 
Shade 
land 
Cumber Lowell 
land 1 
Lowell 
2 
Township West 
land 
Pupila 
Points 
30 32 
of Comparison 
15 13 24 22 
1 14.5 8.0 18.6 11.3 14.0 14.5 
2 12.7 6.5 18.2 10.7 13.0 14.0 
:3 12.0 18.0 9.0 6.0 11.0 11.0 
4 40.0 56.0 60.0 46.~O 21.0 50.0 
5 90.9 80.7 96.1 91.4 87.6 92.6 
6 13.0 8.5 17.5 12.5 14.1 13.7 
7 12.0­ 7.0 1_6.3 11.4 12.3 1.2.2 
Po1nt~ of ~ompar1son 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils sol ving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
cent in accuracy. 
S.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of pro'blems solved correctly. 
59. 
Table XXXVIII 
-
Rankings of Schools in each of the Seven Points 
and of the Wh~le Test. 
Shade 
land 
Cumber 
land 
Lowell 
1. 
Lowell 
e-
Township West 
land 
Points.­
1 2 5 1 4 3 2 
2 4: 6 1 5 3 2 
:3 2 1 4 5 3 3 
4; 5 2 l­ 4. 6 3 
5 4 6 1 3 5 2 
6 4 6 1 5 Z n 3 
7 4 6 1 5 2 3 
Total 25 32 10 31 24. ~8 
Rank 4 6 1 5 3 2 
60. 
Table XXXTX 
Results in Division in Grade V, Test IV 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West 
land" land 1 2 land 
Pupils 30 32 15 13 24 22 
Points of Comparison 
I" 12.8 8.5 19.0 11.3 14.0 11.5 
2 12.0 7.0 18.3 10.7 13.0 10.0 
3 15.0 8.0 11.0 6.0 11.0 16.0 
.{ 50".0 25.0 73.0 46.0 46.0 72.7 
5- 92.3: 84.0 97.2 91.4 91.2 97.0 
6" 13.0 10.2 17.7 12.5 14.2 10.7 
7	 12.0 9.0 16.3 11.4 13.0 10.5 
Poin~6 of Gompar1son 
1.	 The meaian number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempt ed. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
o.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly. 
61. T~able XL 
Ranking of the SchoJls in Each of the Seven Points 
and of the Whole Test. 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell '!'ownship West 
land land 1 2 land 
Points 
1 3 6 
2 3 6 
:3 2 4 
4 3 5 
5 3 6 
6: :5 6 
7 3 6 
Total 20 39 
Rank 2 5 
1 5 
1 4 
3 5 
~ 4 
1. 4 
1 4 
1 4 
9 3-0 
1 4­
2 4 
2 5 
3 1 
4 2 
5 2 
Z 5 
2 5 
20 24 
2 3 
62. 
Table XLI 
Results in Addition in Grade V, Test V 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township vtest 
land land 1 2 land 
Pupils 30 32 15 13 24 22 
Points of Comparison 
1 8.6 7.4 7.7 7.8 9.0 4.0 
2 8.0 6.8 6.8 7.4 8.2 4.0 
3 14.0 27.0 27.0 2.0 10 •.0 15.0 
4 46.0 84.0 84.0 13.0 42.0 68.1 
5 91.3 90.0 90.0 95_.1 88.8 92.0 
6 8.4 7.0 7.0 6.9 9.0 4.5 
7	 7.7 6.0 6.0 6.6 8.0 4.1 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6~ The average number of problems attempted~
 
7. The average of	 problems solved correctly. 
Table XLII 
-
63. 
Ranking of the Schools 
and of the Whole Test. 
in each of the Seven Points 
Shade 
land 
Cumber 
land 
Lowell 
1 
Lowell 
2 
Township West 
land 
P-oints 
1: 2 5 4 3 1 6 
2 2­ 4 4 3 1 5 
3 3 1 1 5 4 2 
4 S 1 1 
. -
0 4_ 2 
5 3_ 4 
., 
4 1 5 2 
6 Z 3 3 4 1 5 
c' c' 
7 Z 4 4 :3 ~ 5: 
L 
Total 1.7 22 2~ 24 17 27 
Rank 1, 3 2 4 1 5 
64. 
Ta.b1e XLIII 
Result5 in Subtraction in Grade V, Test VI 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West 
100 d land 1 2 land 
Pupils 30 32 15 13 24 22 
Points of Comparison 
1 11.8 11.0 7.3 10.5 9.0 9.0 
2" 10.9 10.3 7.0 7.8 8.2 10.0 
3 1.7.0 11.0 6.0 11.0 10.0 10.0 
4 56.0 73.0 46.0 34.0 42.0 45.4 
5 93.0 97.0 87.1 84.0 88.8 84.0 
6 11.5 10.8 7.7 8.6 9.0 8.8 
7	 10 •.6 10.5 6.8 7.1 8.0 7.4 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of acc uracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The ave rage of probl ems sol ved co rrec tly. 
65. 
Table XLIV 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Points and 
of the Whole Test. 
Shade 
land 
Cumber 
land 
Lowell 
1 
Lowell 
2 
Township West 
land 
Tests 
1 1. 2 5 :3 4 4 
2 1 ~ 2 6 5 4 3 
3 1 2­ 4 2 3 3 
4 2 1 3 6 5 4 
5 Z 1 4 < 5 3 5 
6 1 2 6 5 :3 4 
7 1 a 6 5 :3 4 
Total 9 12 34- 31 25.- 27
 
Rank 1 2 6 5 3 4
 
~ Table XLV 66. 
Results in Multiplication in Grade V, Test VII 
Shad"e Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West 
land land 1 2 land 
Pupils. 30 32 15 13 24 22. 
Points of Comparison 
1 4.1 2.1 4."5 2.9 5.0 5.0 
2 3.1 1.0 2.7 1.8 2.7 3.1 
3 10.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 11.0 3.0 
4 33.0 28.0 33.0 38.0 46.0 15.0 
5 73.0 50.0 81.0 62.5 71.9 64.0 
6 3.7 2.0 3.9 2.9 4.5 4..3 
7	 2.7 1.0 3.1 1.8 3.2 2.7 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7. The average of	 problems solved correctly. 
67. 
_ Table XLVI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Points and 
of the Whole Test. 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell To\vnship West 
land land 1 2 land 
Points 
L 3 5 2 4 1 1 
2 1 4 2 3 2 1 
3 2 3 4 4 1 5 
4 3 4 3 2 1 " 5 
5 2 6 1 , 5 :3 . 4 
6 4 6 3 5 1 .. 2 
7 3 5 2 4 1 :3 
-. 
Total 18 33 17 27 10 21 
,Rank 3 6 2 5 1 4 
68. 
-Table XLVII 
Results in Division in Grade V, Test VIII 
Shade Cumber Lowell Lowell Township West 
land land 1 a land 
Pupils 3Q 32 15 13 24 22 
Points of Comparison 
1 5.3 1.0 6.2 4.3 6.6 2.0 
2 4.2 0.0 5.• 3 0.5 4.2 7.0
 
:3 4.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 1.0
 
4 13.0 0.0 1.3.0 15.0 17.0 4.5
 
5 69.•0 10.0 73.0 50.0 54.0 46.1
 
6 5.1. 1.0 5.7 3.6 7.3 3.0 
7	 3.5 2.0 4.1 2.1 4.0 1.3
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems attempted. 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7. The average of	 problems solved correctly. 
69. 
Table XLVIII 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Points and 
of the Whole Test. 
Shade 
land 
Cumber 
land 
Lowell 
l 
Lowell 
2 
Township West 
land 
Points 
1 3 6 2 4 1 5 
2 3 5 2 4 3. 1 
3 1 4 2 a 1 3 
4 3. 5 3 2 1 4­
5. 2 6 1 4 3. 5 
6 3. 6 2 4 lL 5 
7 3. 5 1 4 2 6 
Total 18 37 13 2~ 12 29
 
Rank 8 6 2 4 1 5
 
70.
 
Tabl-e XLIX 
Summary 
Grade V. 
of Rankings of all Tests in Arithmetic in 
Shade 
land 
Cumber 
land 
Lowell 
1 
Lowell 
2 
Township West 
land 
Tests 
1 2 5 1 4 3 6 
e 1 6 2 5 3 4 
3 4 6 1 5 3 2 
4 2 5 1 4; 2 3 
5 1 3 2 4 1 5 
6: 1 2 6 5 3 4 
7 3 6 2 5 1 4 
8 3 6 2 4 1 5 
Total ~7 39 17 36 17 33­
Rank r 4 1 3_ 1 2 
From this summary it will be seen that west-
land ranks high among the schools compared. 
Results in Arithmetic in Grade VI 
71. 
Table L 
"Results in Addition in Grade vt, Test I 
Shade1and Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points 
1 7.0 5.2 7.4 7.0 6.0 
2 4.8 3.6 4.3 4.5 3.5 
3 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 
4 6.0 15.0 10.0 ~4.0 0.0 
5 66.0 51.0 62.8 62.3 59.8 
6 6.5 5.5 6.7 6.3 6.0 
7	 4.3 2.8 4.0 3.2 3.6 
~oints of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempt ed. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average of problems solved correctly. 
72. 
Table LI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven Points 
and of the Whole Test. 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
& 
Points 
1 2 4 1 2 3 
2 1 4 :3 2 5
 
3 2 1 2 2 3
 
4 4 1 3- 2 5
 
2­5: I 5 :3 4
 
6 2 5 1 3 4.
 
7 I 5 Z 4 3
 
Total 13 25 14 18 27 
Rank 2 4 1- 3 s: 
Table LII 
Results in Multiplication in Grade VI. Test II 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township '~Yes_tland 
Pupils 32 20 17 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
r 6.3 4.4 5.6 7.2 6.0' 
Z 4.6 1.0 3.0 5.7 3.5 
3 5.0 3.0 1..0 1.0 0.0 
4 16.0 15.0 6.0 7.0 0.0 
5 65.0 40.0 50.0 64.9 47.3 
6 5.7 4.6_ 6.0 7.0 6.0 
7 3.7 1.8 3.0 4.0 2.8 
73. 
Po1nts of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table LIII 
Ranking of Schools on Each of the Seven Points and 
on the \v.hole Test. 
S.hadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Points: 
'1 a 4 4- 1, :3 
2. 2 5 4- 1 :3 
3. 1 2 3 3 4
 
4 ~ 2. 4, 3 5
 
5 1 5 3 2 4
 
6 :3 4- 2 I 2 
7 2 5. 3 1: 4 
I. 
Total 12 28 23 12 25 
Rank 1 4 2 1 3 
74. 
Table LTV 
Results in Division in Grade VI, Test III 
Shadel and Cumberland LovJel1 Township Westland 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
1: 6.3 4.4 5.6 7.2 6.0 
2 4.6 1.0 3.0 5.7 3.5 
3 5.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 
4 16.0 15.0 6.0 7.0 0.0 
5 65.0 40.0 50.0 64.9 47.3 
6 5.7 4.6 6.0 7.0 6.0 
7	 3.7 1.8 3.0 4.0 2.8 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 Th e number of pupi 15 sol vi ng one h undr ed per cent 
r4 all pr"obl ems at tempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accure:.cy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table LV 
75. 
Ranking of Schools on Each of the Seven 
Points and on the TIhole ~est. 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township -V~estland 
Points 
1 2 5 4 1 3 
2 2 5 4 1 3 
3 1 2 3 3 4 
4 1 2 4 3 6 
5 1 5 3 2 4 
6 3 4 2 1 .2 
7 2 5 3 1 4 
Total 12 28 23 12 25 
Rank 1 4 2 1 3 
Table LVI 
Results in Subtraction in Grate VI, ~est IV. 
Shadela.nd Cuoberlal:d Lowell !'o'w'mship "i'¥'estla.nd 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 7.0 4.5 7.2 8.6 6.0 
2 6.5 4.0 6.2 8.5 5.0 
3 17.0 0.0 8.0 10.0 5.0 
4 53.0 0.0 42.0 71.0 31.2 
5 90.0 83.1 90.6 96.4 83.5 
6 6.8 4.1 7.1 8.0 6.0 
7 6.2 3.9 '­ 6.4 7.7 5.0 
76. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of probler::s attEm-oted. 
2.	 The median number of proble~s solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The p6r cent of pupils ma.l~iIlg one hundred re r 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 ~he aVEr~ge number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table LViI 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each of the Seven
 
Points and on the Whole ~est.
 
Shadeland Cumb erlancl 1,oFe11 Township Westland 
Foints 
1 3 5 2 1 4 
2 2 5 3 1 4 
3 1 5 3 2 4 
4 2 5 3 1 4 
5 3 5 2 1 4 
6 :3 5 2 1 4 
7 3 5 2 1 4 
T'otal 17 35 17 8 28 
Rank 2 4 2 1 3 
77. 
Table LVIII 
Results	 in Addition and ~ubtraction of Fractions
 
in Grade VI, ~est V.
 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell Township Westland 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 4.1 10.0 6.5 6.0 11.6 
2 '1.8 0,0 1.8 2.0 0.0 
3 ·4:.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
4 12.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 6.2 
5 22.0 0.6 19.A 20.0 8.7 
6 4.6 9.5 8.0 6.4 9.9 
7	 1.4 1.0 15.5 2.~ 0.8 
~olnts of Comparison 
1.	 The median Dumber of problems atttmpted. 
2.	 The median m;.mber of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all probl er:~s att Hr.pted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in a.ccuracy.
 
6.	 The per cent of accuracy in all proble~s at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The a.verage number of problems solved correctly. 
Table LX 
Results in MultiplIcation and Division of Fractions 
in Grade VI, Test VI. 
Shadeland Cumberland Lowell ~ovmshi:p Westland 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 6.8 8.0 6.6 6.2 6.5 
2 4.3 0~8 3.3 4.0 3.0 
3 3.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 
4 10.0 5.0 0.0 14.0 6.2 
5 60.0 24.0 36.6 63.0 51. 9 
6 6.1 7.2 
.. 
7.3 6.6 6.5 
7 3.6 1.8 2.7 3.4 3.3 
79. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of proble~s attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problerr;s solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils ~akillg one hundred ~ r 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 ~he average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table r....xI 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each of the Seven
 
Points and on the Vho1e Test.
 
Shad.eland Cumberland Lov,el1 !!1ovmship \Vest1and 
Points 
1 2 1 :3 5 4 
2 1 5 3 2 4 
3 1 3 4 2 3 
4 2 4 5 1 3 
5 2 5 4 1 3 
6 5 2 1 3 4 
-
7 
-
1 5 4 2 3 
Total 14 26 24 16 24 
Ra.nk 1 4 3. 2 3 
80. 
Table LXII 
Jlesults in DeciI:1al Fractions in Grade VI. Test VII 
Shadeland Cumberla.nd Loy,ell ~ownship Westland 
Pupils 32 20 19 21 16 
Points of Comparison 
1 7.0 16.0 13.4 4.5 11.5 
2 5.0 2.0 6.0 2.6 9.0 
3 2.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
4. 16.0 0.0 5.0 14.0 6.2 
5. 60.0 19.0 48.0 61.0 48.7 
6. 7~6 15.2 13.0 6.0 12.4 
7.	 4.5 2.9 6.2 3.6 6.0 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems atterr-pted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solvine one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred PEr
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at~
 
tempted.
 
6.	 The avera.ge num-ber of problems attempted. 
7.	 The aver~ce Lumber of problems solved correctly. 
81. 
Table l.XJII 
Ranking	 of Schools on E~ch of the Points of 
Comparison and OD the ~ho1e Test. 
Shadeland 
Points 
1 4 
Cumberland 
1 
Lo\~.el1 
2 
1J'01' nship 
5 
Westland 
3 
2 3 5 2 4 1 
3 1 3 2 1 2 
4 1 5 4 2 3 
5 2 5 4 1 3 
6 4 1 2 5 3 
7 
_.. 
Total 
3 
18 
5 
25 
1 
17 
4 
22 
2 
17 
Rank 2 4­ 1 3 1 
82. 
ITable LXIV 
Summary of Rankings of ~ll Tests in 
Arithmetic in Grade VI. 
. 
Shadeland 
Tests 
1 2 
Cumberland 
4 
Lowell 
1 
Township 
3 
Westland 
5 
2 1 4 2 1 3 
3 1 4 2 1 3 
4 2 4 2 1 3 
5 3 2 1 1 1 
6 1 4 3 2 3 
7 2 4 1 3 1 
Total 12 26 12 12 19 
"'"' Rank 1 3 1 1 2 
The conclusion, relative to f:;ork done in Ari th­
metic in Grade VI at ~estlandf is that TIestland ~ doing 
average work and should not be condemned in its accom­
plishment. 
83. 
Grades VII and VIII of rren T01J.nship 
have been concoliduted into the f!arren ~o1J:nBhip Ju:O.l or 
High ~chool and each grade divided into three classes, 
designated as 7a-7b-7c and Sa-Sb-8c, and in this inves­
tigation each class is treated separately. 
Resul ts in iiri thmetic in Grade VIr
 
Table LXV
 
Re~ults in Addition jn Grade VII, Test I.
 
70. 7b 7c r{estland 
Jhlpils	 28 31 27 21 
Points of Comparison 
1 S.O 7.6 5.1 6.0 
2 5.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 
3 11.0 4.0 5.0 0.0 
4 39.0 12.0 19.0 0.0 
5 92.0 55.0 64.0 62.S 
6 7.5 7.7 5.4 5.7 
7	 5.7 4.5 3.5 3.6
 
Points of Co~parison
 
1. The ~edian LUDber o:~ problems atte~pted. 
2. The medlan n~mber of problems solved correctly. 
3. 'Tthe :number of l)Ul):lls salvin£:: one hunared per cent 
of all problews attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred 
per cent in accuracy. 
84. 
5.	 The ~er cent cf accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 The average number of proble~s attempted. 
7.	 The average number of prcble~s solved correctly. 
Table LXVI 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each 0= the Seven
 
Points and in the ~hole Test.
 
7a 70 7c InetJtl and 
Points 
I 1 2 4 :; 
2 1 2 2 2 
:; I :; 2 4 
4 1 3 2 4 
5 I 4 2 :; 
6 2 1 4 3 
7 1 2 4 3 
Total 8 17 20 22 
Rank I 2 3 4 
85. 
- Table LXVII 
Resul ts in Mul t j.plication in Grade VII, .'nest II 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Pupils 26 31 27 21 
Eoints of Comparison 
1 7.1 6.1 4.2 5.5 
2 4.4 3.1 1.6 4.0 
3 3.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 
4 10.0 3.0 15.0 4.7 
5 66.0 54.0 47.0 58.0 
6 8.1 6.8 4.6 5.2 
7	 5.4 3.7 2.2 3.0
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median nwnber of problems attempted. 
2.	 ~he m~dian number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 Th€ number of pupils solvins one hunared per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred ~r
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The pEr cent of uccuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average liumber of problems solved correctly. 

87. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of prcblems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problc~s solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils makirlg one hurJdred pEr 
cent in accuracy. 
6.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number 0:: problems solved cofrectly. 
Table LXX 
Rankin~ ?f+Scho~l~ in Ea~h o~ th~ cavenOln"s arla. In the .,hol", Test. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Points 
1 1 2 4 3 
2 1 4 2 3 
3 3 2 1 3 
4 4 3 1 2 
6 1 4 3 2 
6 1 2 4 3 
'7 1 2 4 3 
Total 12 19 19 19 
Rank 1 2 2 2 
88. 
Table LXXI 
Results in Subtraction in Grade VII, ~est IV. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Pupils 26 31 27 21 
Points of ComparisoD 
1 6.0 5.0 4.0 9.0 
2 1.1 0.1 1.0 0.0
 
:3 7.0 7.0 5.0 0.0
 
4 25.0 22.0 19.0 0.0 
5 34.0 27.0 16.0 5.3 
6	 7.6 6.2 4.8 9.0 
7	 2.5 1.7 0.7 0.4
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accur~cy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
89. 
Table LXXII 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each of the'Seven 
Points and in the ~hole Test. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Points 
1 2 3 4 1 
2 1 2 1 3 
3 1 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 4 
0 
A 1 2 3 4 
6 2 3 4 1 
7 1 2 3 4 
motal 9 15 20 20 
Rank 1 2 3 3 
~able LXXIII 
Results in Addition and Subtraction of Fractions 
in Grade VII, ~est v. 
7a 7b 7c Westla.nd 
Pupils 26 31 27 21 
Points 
1 
2 
3 
of Compari
7.1 
6.1 
6.0 
son 
6.0 
2.1 
2.0 
5.3 
1.5 
3.0 
6.0 
5.0 
1.0 
4 2.1 6.0 11.0 4.7 
5 65.0 50.0 41.0 60.9 
6 7.8 6.3 5.6 6.3 
7 5.1 3.1 2.3 3.8 
If 90. 
Points of CornIa rison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupilS solving one hundred F€r cent 
of all problems atte~pted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred ~ r 
ceLt in accurqcy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in al-l problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Tuble LXXIV 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each of the Seven 
Points and in the Whole ~est. 
7a 7b 70 Westland 
Points 
1 I 2 3 2 
2 1 3 4 2 
3 1 3 2 4 
4 4 2 1 3 
5 1 3 4 2 
6 1 2 3 2 
7 1 3 4 2 
Total 10 18 21 17 
Rank 1 3 4 2 
91. 
Table LXXV 
Results in kUltiplic~tion and Division of Fractions 
in Grade VII, ~est VI. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Pupils 26 31 27 21 
Points of Comparison 
1 6.0 5.0 4.0 9.0 
2 1.1 O~l 1.0 0.0 
3 7.0 7.0 5.0 0.0 
4 25.0 22.0 19.0 0.0 
6 34.0 27.0 16.0 5.3 
6 7.6 6.2 4.8 9.0
-
7	 2.5 1.7 0.7 0.4
 
Foints of Comparison
 
1.	 The ~edian number of problems attempted. 
2.	 "'he median nUf;iber of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent
 
of all problems attempted.
 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempt ed. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
~.L_____~~	 ••_. • ~__ I 
92. 
Table LXXVI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven 
Points aTId in the ~ho1e Test. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Points 
1 2 3 4 1 
2 1 3 2 4 
3 1 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 4 
5 1 2 3 4 
6 2 :3 4 1 
7 1 2 3 4 
Total 9 16 21 21 
Rank 1 2 3 3 
Table LXXVII 
Results in the P1aci~~ of the Decimal Point in the 
.Answer when a Decimal ioint Occurs in the Divisor, 
or Div l dend or Both, ~est VII. 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Pupils 23 31 27 21 
Points of Comparison 
1 18.0 11.0 7.0 8.0 
2 9.1 1.1 0.5 0.0 
3 9.2 1.1 0.5 0.0 
4 10.0 6.0 7.0 4.7 
5 64.0 40.0 35.0 25.1 
6 17.5 10.8 7.1 7.5 
7 10.1 4.3 2.5 1.9 
93.
-
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median n,...mber of probl eI::...s att empt ed. 
2.	 The median number of p170blems solved correctly. 
3.	 The nur-ll)er of pupi Is solving ODe hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
oent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted. 
6.	 :rhe avera.ge number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correotly. 
T~b1e LXXVIII 
Ranking	 of Schools in Each of the Seven
 
oints and in the TIhole Test.
 
7a 7b 7c Westland 
Points 
1 1 2 4 1 
2 1 2 :3 4
 
3 1 2 3 4
 
4 1 3 2 4
 
5 1 2 3 4
 
6 1 2 4 3
 
7 1 2 3 4
 
Total 7 15 22 24 
Rank 1 2 :3 4 
:oJ­
94. 
Table IIXXIX 
Su.rnma.ry	 of the Rankings of Tests in 
Arithmetic in Grade VII. 
7a. 7b 70 \VestlE~nd 
Tests 
1 
2 
1 
1 
I 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 1 2 2 2 
4 1 2 2 3 
5 1 3 4 2 
6 1 2 3 3 
7 1 2 3 4 
Total 7 15 21 19 
Rank 1 2 4 3 
being abl~ 
In Grade VII, "est land ma.kes 
to obtain only third place. 
a poor shol'!ing. 
95. 
Results :n Arithmetic ~n Grade VIII 
Tabl e LXXX 
Results in Addition in Grade VIII. Test I 
8a 8b 8c \16stland 
Pupils 23 29 29 19 
Points of Comparison 
1 8.5 8.1 8.1 6.0 
2 6.2 5.2 5.3 4.0 
3	 5.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 
4 17.0 20.0 4.2 5.2 
5 68.0 71.0 65.0 71.0 
6 9.4 9.3 8.8 6.7 
7	 6.5 6.0 6.4 4.8
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median Lumber of probleI~s atter.r:pt ed. 
2.	 Th f' median number of probl err:s solved carr ectly. 
3.	 The number of pupils se·lviug one hund.er :per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils rnakin~ one hundEEd per 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accur~cy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempt ed.. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
96. 
Table LAl.:xI 
Ranking	 of Schools in "Each of the ceven 
Points and in the "hole mest. 
8a 8b 8e ".iestla!1d 
?o.ints 
1 .,J.. 2 2 3 
2 1 3 2 4 
3 2 1 3 3 
4 2 1 4 3 
5 2 1 3 2 
6 1 2 3 4 
7 1 3 2 4 
Jf1ota1 10 1:5 19 23 
Rank 1 2 3 4 
11able LXXXII 
Results in Lultiplication jn Grade VIII. ~est II 
8a 8b 8e Westland 
nt;/.
.1'11s Go.' 29 29 19 
Poi nts of Compf1.r i son 
1 8.3 8.0 5.5 &f.0 
2 5.4 4.2 3.1 4.0 
3 2.0 4.0 1.0 LO 
4 6.0 13.0 4.0 5.0 
5 67.0 66.0 68.0 5'7.4 
6 8.9 8.4 6.2 7.0 
7 5.7 5.4 3.6 4.0 
97. 
Points of Compurison 
1.	 The medi~il number of problems uttenpted. 
2.	 The ~edian Dumber of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 ~he number of pupils selving ODE hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 T per cent of PU1)ils rnakiIlg one hundred :re r 
oent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in 1 prvbler.ls .:::t­
t ern~)t ed. 
6.	 The average number of -nroblef'lo ~tter.roted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
~able LXXXIII 
Ranking	 of the ;,;;chools in Each of tt_6 Seven
 
Points ~D~ in the Jhole ~est.
 
8a. 8b 8c :iestland 
Points 
1 1 2 4 3 
2 1 2 4 3 
3 2 1 3 3 
4 2 1 4 3 
5 2 3 1 4 
6 1 ,2 4 3 
7 1 ')... 4 3 
'1.1otal 10 13 24 25 
Ra.nk 1 2 3 4 
98. 
Table LJ..."':XIV
 
Results in Division in Grade VIII, ~est III
 
Sa 8b Bc \'16 S t land 
.2upils 23 29 29 19 
Points of Comparison 
I 5.9 5.5 4.0 5.0 
2 3.7 3.8 2.2 ;5.0 
3 4.0 7.0 3.C 2.0 
4 13.0 24.0 13.0 10.4 
5 71.0 74.0 61. 0 71.8 
6 6.3 5.9 4.6 5.4 
7	 4.7 4.4 3.0 4.0
 
Ecints of Comnarison
 
1.	 The Ir,edian [;umber of problems attempted. 
2.	 ~h€ median number of problems solved correctlY. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving Orle hundred. per cerlt 
of all problems 3.ttempted. 
4.	 The I:er C61'it o_~ 'PulJils i one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The ~er cent of accuracy in all ~roblems at­
tempt ed..
 
6.	 The averaRe numbEr problems atteffiwt~~. 
7.	 The aver~e number of problems solved oorredtly. 

100. 
Points of Comparison 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of proble~s solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pup~ls solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
cent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in ull problems at-

ter!Jpt ed.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
~able LXllVII 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven 
Points and in the TIhole mest. 
8a 6b 8c Westland 
Points 
1 1 3 4 2 
2 2 1 3 4 
3 ...!' 1 3 4 
4 2 1 3 4
 
li 3 2 4 1
 
6 1 2 4 3
 
7 1 2 4 3
 
Total 12 12 25	 21 
Rarlk 1 1 Z	 2 
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Table LXXXVIII 
Results	 in Subtraction and Addition of Fractions 
in Grade VIII. Test V. 
8a 8b 8e Westland 
Pupils 23 29 29 19 
~oints of Comparison 
1 6.2 4.3 5.6 6.0 
2 4.0 1.2 0.6 0,. f) 
3 13.C 9.0 0.0 0.0 
4 42.C 31.0 0.0 9.0 
5 41.0 36.0 12.0 25.0 
6 7.7 6.1 7.0 6.0 
7	 3.3 2.1 3.2 2.0
 
Points of C,omparlson
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 'r'he median numbE<r of obl€IDS solved correctly. 
3.	 ~h~ number of pupils solving one hundEEd per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 ~he per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number 01 problems solved correctly. 
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.ab1e LXXXIX 
I 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven 
Points and in the Whole ~est. 
8a 8b 8c ~lestland 
Points 
1 1 
f 
4 3 2 
2 1 2 3 4 
3 1 2 3 3 
4 1 2 3 3 
~ 
5 1 2 4 3 
6 1 3 2 4 
7 1 3 2 4 
",
... 
PJ'ota1 7 18 20 23 
Rank 1 2 3 4 
Table XO 
Results in Multiplication and Division 
of Fractions in Grade VIII, ~e8t VI. 
Sa 8b 80 Westland 
Pupils 23 29 29 19 
Points of Comparison 
1 8.1 9.0 5.2 7.0 
2 6.0 7.0 3.0 4.0 
3 4.0 7.0 1.0 3.0 
4 13.0 24.0 4.0 15 ..7 
5 64.0 68.0 53.0 51.1 
6 12.9 8.4 6.0 6.0 
7 5.6 5.9 3.2 3.5 
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Eoints of Comparison 
1.	 The median number o~ problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of pupils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 ~he per cent of pupils making one hundred per 
oent in accuracy. 
5.	 The per cent of accuracy in all problems at­
tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of problems attempted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
Table XCI 
Ranking of Schools in Each of the Seven 
Points and in the Whole Test. 
8a. 8b 8c Westland 
Points 
1 2 1 4 3
 
2 2 1 4 3
 
3 2 1 4 3
 
4 3 1 4 2
 
5 5	 2 1 3 4 
6 1 2 3 3 
7 2 1 4 3 
Total 14 8 26 2-1 
Rank. 2 1 4 3 
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Table xCrr 
ReSUlts in the Placing of the Decimal Point in 
the Answer when a Decimal Point Occurs in the Divisor, 
Dividend. or Both. Test VII. 
8a 8b 8c Westland 
Pupils 23 29 29 19 
Points of Comparison 
1	 9.1 7.0 6.0 7.0 
2 3.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 
3	 2.0 6.0 2.0 1.0 
4 6.0 20.0 8.0 5.2
 
I 44.0 57.0 29.0 49.3
 
6 10.1 7.4 7.6 7.4 
7	 4.5 4.2 2.4 3.6
 
Points of Comparison
 
1.	 The median number of problems attempted. 
2.	 The median number of problems solved correctly. 
3.	 The number of punils solving one hundred per cent 
of all problems attempted. 
4.	 The per cent of pupils making one hundred per
 
cent in accuracy.
 
5.	 The percent of accuracy in all problems at­

tempted.
 
6.	 The average number of r~oblema atterr.pted. 
7.	 The average number of problems solved correctly. 
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Table XCIII 
Rar~ing of Each School in Each of the Seven 
Points and in the Whole Test. 
8a 8b 8c Westland 
Points 
1 1 2 8 2 
2 2 2 3 1 
3 2 1 2 3 
. 4, 3 1 2 4 
5 3 1 4 2 
6 1 3 2 3 
7 - 1 2 4 3 
Total 13 12 20 18 
Rank 2 1 4 3 
Total 10 10 24 23 
Rank 1 1 3 2 
The above summary shows that Westland is doing 
fairly creditable ~ork in the eighth grade in comparison 
with the schools studied. 
107. 
To make a further study of the achievements in 
Arithmetic in the Westland school, a comparison of 
median seoDes, by grades of the five schools studied, 
has been made with the median scores of the various 
tests as furnished by the author of the tests. These me­
dian scores are for the grades, a.s a whole, and not for 
each test in a grade and since these t~sts are standard­
ized, the median scores furnish a good basis If compari­
son. 
A Comparison of Uedian Scores in Arithmetic 
Table XCV 
Median Scores for Grade III 
Monroers Standard --------------------------- 10.0 
Westland ------------------------------------ 13.7 
Township ------------------------------------ 13.5 
Cumberland ---------------------------------- 12.5 
Shadeland ----------------------------------- rD.2 
Lowell --------------~----------------------- 8.0 
106. 
" Table XCVI 
Median Scores for Grade IV 
Monroe' a Standard --:--~-;'-~-~"'''--::-------'"'''''---.''""'':'''-21 
Township ------------------------------------ 41.5 
Westlsnd ------------- ...-~-~---------------'""-- 32.6 
Shadeland ----------------~... ----------------- 28 
Lowell ------------ ... --------~ ... --------------- 24 
Cumberland - ----- -- -- ----- --...---------~--- ----- 20 
Table XCVII 
Median Scores for Grade V 
~onroe's Standard --------------------------- 35 
Township -------------~---~-~~~~~------------45 
Shadeland ----------------------------------- 41.7 
Lowell;~~~~---~--------------~---------------35 
Westland -~---------~-":"'~-~-~--~--------------30.5 
Cumberland ----------~~----------~-----------25.6 
Table XCVIII 
Median Scores for Grade VI 
Monroe's Standard -----~--~------------------44 
Township ----------------------------.------,-- 60 
Shadeland -------------------------------~---58 
Westland ----------------------------------~-53 
Cumberland ---------------------------------- 40.5 
Lowell -------------------------------------- 34 
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The' Me.dd.an -Sc.:ores ft)r Grades VII and VIII of 
Warren Towns~ip Junior High School wera not available, 
so no c_ompari son can be- made wi th the same- gradH at 
Wftttland. 
However, the Median So~Or8'8 for these; grades at 
Westland were a.ompared wi th Monroe' 8 Standard soores as 
shown in table XCI X. 
TablaXeIX 
Median Scores for Grwies ~II and VIII 
Seven	 Eight 
61Monroe's Standard ---------------- 53 
61Westland -------~-----------------49 
A study of these Meclian SQOres shows that W8'St­
land, when oompared wi th other sc::hoo1s, obtains first 
p1a.QS' in Grade III, second in Gra.da IV, fourth in 
Grade' VI and third in Gltade V:I. In & group.ing of 
the'se four gradeIS' Wes:tland ~a.nks seoond. 
A comparison of Westland.' s Madian Scores wi th 
Monroe's StandaJrds shows that the Westland Medians are 
above these standards in Grade~ III, IV, and VI, falls 
below in Grades V and VII, and is the same in VIII. 
From above a:omparisons it is evident We:st1and is above 
uritioism in achievements in Arithmeti~. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LANGUAGE USAGE 
In chapters II and III the reader has been shown 
a cOITp~rison of the achievements in Silent ~Eading and 
Arithmetic at Westland with similar achi~vements in the 
four schools of Warren '1'ov,:r:shir in the same su.bjects. 
In this chupter \i€ shall see a comparison of the 
Westland school in Language U~age, with the percentile 
SKores as furnished by the New York Survey Test, ~hich 
was conduoted in 1925. 
A copy of this English Survey ~est-L&nguage 
Usage used in this nation Survey may be found in appen­
dix C on page 138. This sruvey was made throughout the 
United states during the oonths of Octorer and November, 
1925, when median u~d percentile grades were establish­
ed. The test in languaGe usage is arranged in two parts. 
The first part deals with the pupil's efforts to under­
line the proper word, in a list of four words, ~hich 
will correct a given sentence. The second part consists 
in Bupplying fror his own vocabulary, the correct word 
to comr-lete a given sentence. 
There are thirty sentences in Part It and eight­
een in Part II. The former was [iven to 101,088 pupils, 
and the latter to 99,207 pupils. These large n
111. 
umbers 
make the medians and percentiles, derived fro~ them, 
reliable standards of comparison. 
This Language Usage test had not been given in 
the Warren To~nship schools and US the school yEar was 
so nearly over, time was not available to give it to 
them. ~herefor€ no comparison~ hav~ been made b8tween 
them and the ~estland school. The only comparisons pos­
sible are between the median and percentile scores made 
at Westland and those established by the l1a.tion ',"lide 
Survey. 
This tEst was used in grades V, VI, and VII, 
and VIII at Westland and res'J.l ts are sho'.n in Figures 
XVII to XXIV by r~eans of column diagraTlls, and in tables 
C to eVIl inclusive which show percentile scores. 
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Results in Grade V 
Figure XVII 
Results	 obtained in New York Survey Test, 
Language Usag8 in Grade V, Part one. 
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Distribution of Scores 
Ta.b1e C 
Percentile Scores in Part One 
Pupils 25% 5~ 7510 
Nation-wide 
Survey 101,088 8.7 15.1 21.7 
Westla.nd 22 10.5 14 21 
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Figl1.re XVIII 
Results	 obtained in New York Survey Test, 
Language Usage in Grade V,· Part Two. 
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Ta.ble or
 
Percentile Scores in Part T~o
 
Fation-wide 
Pupils 25~ 5~ '15% 
Survey 99. 207 5.5 7.1 8.8 
Westland 22 4 6 9 
Westland's Wifth Grade makes a very good show­
ing when compared with the Survey's percentiles e.pe­
cially in Part One. 
--------- ---- ---- ---- ----
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Results in Grade VI
 
Figure XIX
 
Fesults Obtained in New York Survey ~est,
 
Language Usage in Grade VI, Part One. 
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Distribution of Scpres 
U6. 
Table CII
 
Percentile Scores in Part One
 
Q5,,1
Pupils ,0 50~ 75"~N 
Nation-wide 
.( 
Survey 101.068 13.5 20.2 26.1 
Westland 21 12 14 18.5 
In this table Westland I s Sixth Grade is far 
. 
below the standards of the Survey. 
•• 
117. 
Figure XX 
Results Obtained in New York Survey Test, 
Language Usage in Grade VI, Part T~o. 
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Tabl~ CIII
 
Percentile Scores in Part Two
 
Pupils 25?' 50% \ 75~I 
~lation-wide 
Survey 99,207 6.6 8.2 9.8 
Westland 21 5.5 8 10 
In this table Westland's Sixth Grade has made 
a good showing. 
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Results in Grade VII 
l"igure XXI 
Results	 Obtained in New York Survey Test t
 
Language Usage in Grade VIl t Part ODe
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Distribution of Scores 
Table CIV 
Percentile Scores in Fart One 
Pupils 25% 50% 75ljb 
tJ a. t i 0 n- wid e 
Survey 101.088 17.7 23.9 29.4 
Westland 23 12 18 26 
The Seventh Grade falls far below the Survey 
Standards in Part One. 
----
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Figure XXII 
Results	 Obtained in New York Survey 1.est,
 
Language Usaee in Grade VII, Part T~o.
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Distribution of Scores 
Table CV 
Percentile Scores in Part Two 
Pupils 25J~ 50% ·75% 
Nation-wide 
Survey 99,207 7.6 9.3 10.9 
Westland 23 6 9 10 
Westland ranks very close to the Survey 
standards in Part ~wo for the Seventh Grade. 
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Results in Grade Yll1 
Figure XXIII 
Results Obtained in New York Survey Test,
 
Language Usage in Grade VIII, Part One.
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Distribution of Scores 
Table CVI 
Percentile Scores in Part One 
Pupils 25% 50% 75% 
Nation-wide 
Survey 101,088 21.5 27.4 22.5 
Westland 20 16 21 26 
In this table Westland again makes a very low 
showing as compared with the Survey standards. 
122.Figure-XXIV
 
Results Obtained in New York Survey Test,
 
Language Usage in Grade VIII, Part Two.
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Distribution of Scores
 
Table eVIl
 
Percentile Scores in Part Tm
 
Pupils 25% 50~ 75%Nation-wide I 
Survey 99,207 8.9 10.6 12.4 
Westland 20 8 10 12 
Westland ranks very close to the Survey stand­
ards in Part Two for the Ei'ghth Grade. 
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In the st~dy vi the ~ork in lan~u~ge Usage in . 
the four grades 6t~died, naDely grades V, VI, VII, 
and VIII, it is evident that Westlalid's worK in Part I 
of this t est is not as e;oorl us it should be. Too rr~ny 
scores in each grade except grade V fall in th€ 25 
percentile group, and too few in the 50 and 75 percent­
:tIe limits. owever, the 'iyork was very much better in 
Part II of this test as all of thE grades were on a par 
or above par in the 50 and 75 percentile groups.) Bal­
ancing these two parts, I and II, the work done in the 
whole test ill Lan;;uat:e Usage COI'ipL1reS favorably wi th th,e 
norms of the test. 
In tte follo~inh cr~pter, a summary of all the 
tests is ~iven. 
124.
 
c 
S·U~~'l..J C01mI...USIO 
Reading 
In Grado IV, ',Jestlc",ncl na.}rcs Q tt8I' s:toning in 
COllipI'chonsicn t~1a..."I'l t7;0 of tho other schools, ~a. a 
pOOl"or s.c.o;-ri n£ 3chools, ~hilc in 
~.rate it c un-Is 0~ ctl'lOl'J 3c1100.1£. 
In Gr~3.do ~v, "d"cGtlcl.:.ld ~.. g,*"1. tr.:..k08 a nidcne 
p.l.aco, but Ie cr "lJ.l t~le at,her schools in rate. 
In G~ V,I., '_}'cct- '.... C.ru-:s nc;::.t to the 10','; ","­...,V 
1:1 co 
-
first in l-.t':lt~e. 
It'. Gl", VII [md VIII no datu. were available 
for v 8C1lO013 0:;:,' - a::'~'(':'1 p so no co~par1803s 
.., OSSiDJ.C -~or t:l~S-· t":lO ~3.d08 • 
US:l 110 Lledio.n SCOl.~CS in rat,,., \Tl'IT'lT' '"1-:.on­
sian 01' oae:l sct_ool tosted LU1.r1 tho stunuu~'u :Lo.j.1.S as 
ost:.olishe tho el:>]-::~:iL;l,tor of tho tests used, the 
foI1owi~1.G conclusions D..-,'O obtained: 
..'.~ """In Gr ~; V, ~7c~-;-cl d rl'l.l '.:S tclrd in r' v c. and 
is cide l~- 0-::10\7 Stone '::: stan 54 to '(0) • In 
comprohension, tho sco~c is t~e s c for all schools eJ-;:-' 
copt Lo~cll, ~-ich is one point ~~lOTI tho other schools. 
'Jcr.:tland is one poil:t b ''; 10'.:( sto~lOl s stmda:"d.. T:lesC re­
1~~5 • 
81..11 ts 3hol,[ that T'".-entl:-:'l1:d. 1 El th Grade is lOTI ~n 
:llit..,.)'". 
In Grade If a.lso, 't/cstlI:l.Ho. l'~".nks thir'd :in CO::,1­
.l. ohension m:l,d is two ooLite bc;loYI th:- Inedio.l1 of tilo 
test. ince ttls claGs r~!8 30 high in rate and so 
low in comprehension, an cdfort SllOUld be made to secure 
a closer relation [)ot':.rocn those triO features. l'i3 this 
;:; t first time the class tekcn such a test, some 
of the cu~ils may ~ot t~vo follo~od tho instructions 
C.:1.!'o:n.11 enougn '.,lLCll reading tlw l'llJrlber cnrCL::J. his 
'-Uir;ht account i'ol' 3l).C~1 0. 100",f l'o.to. Sarno evidence of this 
ITUS noticeablo on ono or tuo lSVlor sneots. 
In G!"ado VI, 1,Iestland lea 1111 the athol:' 
schools in rate, ::Jchl.C forty-five coints ~bO"'il(;' :)tor~o t s 
cdian. LJ. COT.ip~::;ll.e~l.s:-r.on, T'loGtland rr,·.nlcs ll8Jtt to tb' 
l~lst B.,nd is t e Doints JOYI the median in t~e tost, 
""';lich ind"5.c;.:.to8 th~.t", t .. r.:1.s c1as3 reads too hurriedly 811d 
to G u:porf5.cially. 1'110 plJ:pils ZeaL'l to bo rC:H3-'o d no" 
r UG to c ix,·n, the Deints of tne story. Gr ter OTI.­
ptl2.sis noods to b., plo.coc1 "\.1D01'1 en cndc:<..,,-vor to understand 
7n~t is bEin~ rend. 
In Grade VII, "io:Jtlo.nc1 le~ds in rate and is 
tuelvc points abovo Stonors madi In comprchension, 
i t r~..nks laflt t'.nd 1s teo points ))-:;low the rflcdian of' the 
test. 
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In Gr~de VIII, ~6stlti ran ..:::l;j third in ra.t e !J.r~d 
is sevehteeL points belo~ stone's median. In comprEhen­
sian, it rar~s last d is five poil:ts belovo tt.e .median 
of the test. ~his class i~ lo~ in both rate and conpre­
hension. 
rithmetic 
In the ~hird Grade corJparisons in Ariihmetic 
were made as follo~s: 
~Iirst, on the med:ian nu.mber of rroblems attempt­
ed in each of the six tests given. 
Secane:'., on the median number of nroblems solved 
correctly in each of the tests given. 
~hird, on the nlill1ber of pupils solVing ~crrect-
ly all problems att€mpted in each of the six tests. 
ourth, on the number of pupils who solved no 
problems. 
Hestland's Third Grade ranked third in the 
first, second in the second, third in the third, ~Dd 
first in the fourth com!Jarison. 
rom a summary of all rankings testlsnd ob~ains 
secofjd place. ·hen th~ median score for the ~hole Grade 
is comnared witb sirrilar scores of the schools of this 
comparison, roestland ranks first. .hen t~E median Score 
for the whole Grade is compared \'<!·th that of LIonroe's 
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standard, Weetland is 3.7 points above. 
ence, the conclusion may be justly made that 
any a.dverse criticism of thl achievements in Arithmetic 
by ~e~tland's Third Grade is not based on facts, and 
such criticism is un~ust to the school and to the teach­
er of this Grade. 
By comparing the results of each table, the 
following conclusions weru reached: 
In Grade IV, 1,7estlar.d ranked sec ond among the 
schools testEd, with Township in first place. 
In Grade V, Westland ra.nked fou.rth, with 
Township second. and Shadeland first. 
In Grade VI, Westland again ranked fourth, with 
Shadeland second, an~ To~nship first. 
ince all Seventh and Eighth Grade pupils of 
~arren To~nship are consolidated into one school, that 
of Townshij), the comparison for these two Grades can 
only be made between Westland and Township. The latter, 
however, has diVided each of these classes into three 
groups A, B, and C, ~hich makes the comparison someWhat 
easier and more readily intelligible. In this comparis<JJ 
of the four classes, ~estland secures fourth place in 
the Seventh, and third pla.ce .in the Eighth Grade. 
Since ~o\~ship hus made mental ability the 
basis for divi~ing thcoe grades into three classes, and 
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sino.& Westland ranked- below Township's lowest group in 
Grad& VII, and was able to surpass only Township's 
lowest class in Grade VIII, its showing would seem to 
justify a.t least a. part of the cr'! t10ism tha.t is made 
aga.inst the sanool. The further :Ca.ct that Grades V 
and VI made poor showings 1n comparison wi th the other 
sth"lools ma.y be: used in support of the ala.im of the pa­
trons that the Arithmetic work in Westland is not as 
good as that done 1n sahools of simil~ type. 
But there is another side to this a.ri tic ism. 
In a comparison of the median scores for each G~e of 
each sohool with median scores established by Professor 
Monroe, the following results obtain: 
In Grade III, Westland ranks first and is 3.7 
points	 above the Standard median. 
In Grade IV, Westland ranks second and is 
12.6	 above the Standard median. 
In Grade V, Westla.nd ranks fourth and is 4.5 
points above the Standard median. 
In Grade VI, Westland ranks third and is 9 
points above the Stand~d median. 
The-re is a. oonflic:t between this Q;ompar-ison in 
Grade VI and the one formed from the tables given in 
Ch8P.Jter II. By the tables, W8'stland made a poor show­
ing in G~e VI, and yet this Grad~'s median soore is 
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9 points above the median established by Professor 
Monroe. Sinae the author of this test has given it to 
so v.ery many pupils of this Grade in ordax to establish 
his me,dian, it is muoh better statistlQ8lly to take his 
median as a. measure of achievement than to take the 
medians of the soores of thr,ee or four sohools. 
As stated in Chapter Two, median saores for the 
Seventh and the Eighth Grades at Township were not a­
vailable) so in these G~ades, Westland's median saores 
are o.ompared with Professor Monroe's medians only. In 
Grade VII, Westland.falls 4 points below the Monroe 
median, while in Grade VIII the median s~ores are 
the same. 
Summarizing these oonolusions, it is notioe­
able that three Grades, the Third, the Fourth, and the 
Sixth, &.xoeeded the Monroe medi,ans, While i'n the Eighth 
G~e the media.ns were the same, and in the F1f·th and 
the Sev.en th Grades they :fall b8'low the Monroe medians. 
The; Fifth Gra.cle wa.s a.lso low in oomparison wi th the 
other ~hools, securing only fourth place. However, 
two-thirds of Ws's"tland '8 Gnades are doing be'tter than 
standard. work in Ari thmetio". In View of thes& f"ac;ts, it 
would seem unjust to accuse the Westland sahools of do­
ing infe:rior work, at laa.st in Ar.-i thmetia.• 
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Language Usage 
In Yart One, Westland school is a little below 
the standard of this Nation-wide Survey, but this dif­
ference is not very marked. This may be due to the 
fact that this was the first time these pupils had 
taken tests of this kind and that they were not suffi­
ciently familiar with the method of operation. Perhaps 
soma may not have understood c~early the instruotions. 
However, if the inatructions were understood, additional 
work of this oharao ter could be given wi th profit. 
In Part Two, all Grades made soares very Qimilar 
to the percentiles obtained in the Nation-wide Survey. 
Since the margin of diff&rence against the work 
of Westland SClhool is so emall in Part One and the 
scores in Part Two are so nearly iden tia:al with the 
Survey scores, it must follow that the work done in 
Language in the Westla.nd school cannot be: justly con­
demned. A:ny adverse ori tioism in this depart1nent of 
work c-.annot be' baaed on the fa.c:ts presented above 
and, therefore, should not be· oonsidered seriously. 
On the other hand, there is & oQns1derahle measure of 
satisfantion in knowing so definitely and fully that 
the work of the pupils in these Gr-ades a.t Westla.nd com­
pares favorably with similar work being done in the 
sohools covered by the Nation-wide Survey. 
131. 
Fir.ally on the basis of Westland's achievements 
in the subjects conpared in this study, the advErse 
criticism mude by the ratrans of the TIestl<Uld school is 
not justified. 
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